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Abstract

Introduction: Disabling or life-threatening hip fractures, which are highly prevalent among older populations remain highly challenging to prevent and treat effectively.

Objectives: This mini-review strove to examine whether: 1) vitamin C, a powerful antioxidant potentially involved in many physiological processes, such as bone maintenance, may possibly influence the risk of hip fracture and/or reduce its adverse consequences, and 2) more research in this realm is warranted and should be undertaken.

Methods: A comprehensive scan and narrative review of available relevant English language research reports published over the last 40 years (1980 - 2020) and located in key databases was undertaken. Reviewed specifically were the selected study conclusions, approaches, sampling methods, study sample, and hip fracture vitamin C associations.

Results: Along with very few studies on the present topic, no clear conclusion as regards the nature of any clinically relevant association between vitamin C and hip fractures was evidenced among the diverse published works. More recent works are however, alluding to more favorable mediating or moderating effects on hip fracture injuries than not, especially in the context of prevailing vitamin C deficiencies.

Conclusion: More research to delineate a possible clinically important mediating role for vitamin C in the context of hip fractures, which remain largely impervious to current modes of prevention and long-term intervention is strongly indicated to advance this potential area of salience for reducing the hip fracture burden.
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Introduction

According to Dizdarevic, et al. [1], hip fractures, which are common in the elderly population, are both painful and costly, as well as disabling, in the event the patient survives the initial traumatic event and ensuing surgery. But preventive programs that mostly focus on falls prevention, including balance and strength training, plus drug assessments and various environmental management strategies do not commonly discuss the role of vitamin C status, as a possible important determinant of bone status [2,3], as well as overall health status post hip fracture [4].

Aims of the Review

Since hip fractures, which are increasing prevalence are strongly associated with physical disability challenges and many associated and emergent forms of chronic disability, such as depression [5], this mini review aimed to examine whether vitamin C, previously termed, ascorbic acid, is a possible overlooked factor in the context of hip fracture prevention, and recovery strategies, plus second or recurrent hip fracture prevention strategies. In light of the magnitude of disability and morbidity incurred post-hip fracture, which extends to social costs such as low life quality and frequent hospitalizations, the article specifically examines if this topic is of possible high clinical relevance in this regard, and if so, whether further study and examination of this issue is warranted or not.

Methods

To examine whether vitamin C has a relevant association with hip fractures, including second and recurrent fractures, and fracture recovery, an extensive scan of available documents housed in PUBMED, Scopus, and WEB of SCIENCE CONSOLIDATED, including most publications published as full length articles in English from 1980 up until March 31, 2020 using the key terms Vitamin C and Hip Fractures, or Ascorbic Acid and Hip Fractures was conducted.
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After scanning the available article listings found on these websites for potential inclusion in this current mini-review, those that addressed some aspect of the current topic of interest were selected, downloaded and scrutinized in more depth by the author without regard to research design. After reviewing the available data in this way, it was clear that no systematic overview of such a limited diverse data base was likely to prove of sufficient value for definitively advancing practice. Hence, while it is acknowledged the body of data may not be exhaustive-and that others have attempted meta-analyses or aggregate reviews on a similar theme, it was felt a more qualitative descriptive approach would arguably still highlight any tentative conclusions and ideas on this topic. To this end, a narrative overview of the material deemed to meet the basic review criteria was undertaken, rather than any aggregated review as outlined below.

Results and their Analysis

General observations

As of March 31, 2020, the data examined revealed only a small number of relevant studies, if compared to other themes in related research (See table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Words</th>
<th>Data Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hip Fractures</td>
<td>PUBMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C</td>
<td>37421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip Fracture Prevention Strategies</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C + Osteoporosis</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascorbic Acid + Hip Fractures</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C + Hip Fractures</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C Deficiency + Hip Fractures</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C Supplementation + Hip Fractures</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of numbers of articles posted at key data bases as of March 31, 2020 showing variations across and within databases as regards topics of current focus and related themes.

A further examination of the available studies showed that regardless of data base, very few relevant clinical studies on the current topic actually prevailed, and most that were, had been represented on the PUBMED data base, despite the numbers listed above. Moreover, among the available clinical studies, very few prospective studies with robust designs were observed, regardless of data base employed. In all data bases too, themes that emerged from the search were highly diverse, ranging from deficiency effects of vitamin C in the context of bone health and fractures, to its possible pain-relieving or provoking supplementary effect, its anti-oxidant or pro-oxidant effects, despite attempts to narrow the topic and topic keywords. As well, challenges in attempts to aggregate findings in the clinical realm were numerous, including the lack of unified efforts to verify the intake of dietary sources of vitamin C as discussed in some clinical studies, as well as the failure to employ similar measures of either dietary and/or serum vitamin C across studies, or utilize similar samples, and bone status measures, where implemented.

However, it seems hard to refute a general consensus that vitamin C, an important antioxidant and co-factor for numerous biochemical reactions, may be an especially important compound in the synthesis and maintenance of bone tissues [2,6,7]. Vitamin C is also an important factor in mediating general wellbeing, such as cardiovascular, muscle, and neurological health [7-10], often found impaired in people who fall and fracture a hip. As well, pain states that impair function, reflex responsiveness, and desirable protective reflexes, may be heightened in the face of deficient vitamin C [11]. Other research shows skeletal muscle, highly implicated in hip fracture injuries is an important storage site of vitamin C [12].
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Based on the belief that vitamin C sufficiency may help prevent osteoporosis and fractures by mediating osteoclastogenesis, osteoblastogenesis, and bone collagen synthesis, Finck, et al. [13] elected to examine whether dietary intakes and plasma concentrations of vitamin C would be found to be associated with estimate measures of heel ultrasound and hip and spine fracture risks in older men and women. Examined were eligible cases who were part of a European study and who completed a 7-day diet diary vitamin C intake estimate survey along with having their vitamin C plasma concentrations assessed. A random subset (4000/25,639 subjects) underwent ultrasound testing, which during a second health examination. This prospective study examined a case-cohort sample of all participants with a fracture up to March 2009 in a random subset (n = 5319). Assessed were associations between quintiles of vitamin C intake and plasma status with and adjusted ultrasound values. Results showed positive associations between ultrasound measures and all quintiles of vitamin C intake, but not plasma status. Higher plasma vitamin C concentrations were significantly associated with reduced fracture risk only in men only. Thus, the idea that vitamin C being linked to hip fracture risk was not confirmed to any degree.

Hart, et al. [14] however, noted vitamin C is an essential micronutrient with an adult requiring a daily recommended intake of 75 mg for nonsmoking women and 90 mg for nonsmoking men. In this regard, this group used observational data to support the hypothesis that high dietary intake and supplementation with vitamin C may reduce hip fracture risk in postmenopausal women. According to this group, results of two high quality trials support use of vitamin C 500 mg daily for 50 days as prophylaxis against complex regional pain syndrome after wrist fractures treated conservatively and operatively, as well as similar evidence collected post surgically after foot and ankle surgery precluded any recommendations for offsetting hip fracture risk.

In an early study by Simon, et al. [15] that examined the relation vitamin C and bone mineral density and the prevalence of self-reported fractures, the authors analyzed data collected from 13,080 adults enrolled in the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) that took place between 1988 - 1994. Because they identified three-way interactions among smoking, history of estrogen use, and dietary and serum ascorbic acid in postmenopausal women, they analyzed these relations stratified by smoking and estrogen use. The researchers found that dietary ascorbic acid intake was independently associated with bone mineral density among premenopausal women (p = 0.002). Among men, serum ascorbic acid was associated in a nonlinear fashion with bone mineral density (p < 0.05) and dietary ascorbic acid intake was associated in a nonlinear fashion with self-reported fracture (p = 0.05). Among postmenopausal women without a history of smoking or estrogen use, serum ascorbic acid was associated in a nonlinear fashion with bone mineral density (p < 0.05) and dietary ascorbic acid intake was associated in a nonlinear fashion with self-reported fracture (p = 0.05). Among postmenopausal women with a history of smoking and estrogen use, a standard deviation increase in serum ascorbic acid was associated with a 49% decrease in fracture prevalence (p = 0.001). Dietary and serum ascorbic acid measures were associated inconsistently with bone mineral density and self-reported fracture among adult participants in NHANES III, suggesting that it has no universal or generic effect, but that gender and age are related mediating or moderating co-variables. Pasco, et al. [16] did however, find an association in nonsmoking women between vitamin C and osteoporosis, which was suggestive of an effect on bone resorption due to its antioxidant properties.

In an earlier study by Falch, et al. [17] who examined the serum concentration of vitamin C in 40 elderly patients with a recently fractured hip and compared these values to those measured in 102 home-living elderly, concentrations of 37 ± 22 µmol l vs 50 ± 29 µmol l (p < 0.01) were noted. Among the patients admitted from home-living conditions and controls, 20 pairs that could be matched with respect to age, sex and season for the test showed serum vitamin C concentration was significantly lower in the hip fracture patients. Based on their findings the researchers proposed that the reduced serum concentration of vitamin C might reflect a general nutritional insufficiency that prevails in at least some hip fracture cases.

In addressing the issue as to whether vitamin C has any bearing on hip fracture risk, Malmir, et al. [18] elected to conduct a systematic review that examined data on the association between vitamin C intake and bone mineral density, as well as the risk of fractures and osteoporosis. Subgroup analysis was applied to define possible sources of heterogeneity among the available studies published before
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2017. Results showed, greater dietary vitamin C intake was positively associated with bone mineral density at the femoral neck and lumbar spine, however, significant between-study heterogeneity was found at the femoral neck site. In addition, the authors found a non-significant association between dietary vitamin C intake and the risk of hip fracture.

Greater dietary vitamin C intake was associated with a 33% lower risk of osteoporosis, plus a lower risk of hip fracture and osteoporosis, as well as higher bone mineral density at femoral neck and lumbar spine.

In an earlier related study, Martinez-Ramirez., et al. [19] analyzed whether serum vitamin C or dietary vitamin C intake, among other factors, are related to osteoporotic fractures in the elderly. To this end, this group carried out a hospital-based case-control study (167 cases, 167 controls) of patients aged 65 or older with low-energy fractures. Controls were adults without fractures, matched for age and sex with cases. Diet was assessed by a semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire. Serum vitamin C was measured using high-performance liquid chromatography. Multivariable analyses fitted to adjust for confounding variables showed a statistically significant difference between cases and controls for vitamin C blood levels, being higher for controls (p = 0.01). Analysis of the association between serum vitamin C and fracture risk showed a linear trend (p = 0.03) with a significantly reduced risk for the upper quartile. The intake of vitamin C was not related to fracture risk. However, it was concluded that serum vitamin C levels were lower in cases with osteoporotic fractures than in controls.

Michaelsson., et al. [20], on the other hand who investigated the association between dietary intake and the risk of proximal femoral fractures in a case-control study nested in a cohort of women born in 1914 - 1948 who were asked to fill out a food frequency questionnaire found unexpected results. After surveying more than 65,000 women who participated in the enquiry and subsequently examining those who sustained a first hip fracture, versus four individually matched controls for each fracture case, by age and county of residence, a second questionnaire concerning confounding factors was mailed to controls and cases. In all, 247 cases and 893 controls could finally be included and their monthly intake of foods and daily intake of nutrients were calculated and found to be independent risk factors for hip fracture, while postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy protected against hip fracture.

In another study, Sahni., et al. [21] evaluating the associations of vitamin C intake (total, dietary, and supplemental) with incident hip fracture and non-vertebral osteoporotic fracture, over a 15- to 17-year follow-up, as part of the Framingham Osteoporosis Study, 366 men and 592 women (mean age 75±5 years) who completed a food frequency questionnaire at baseline were followed to detect emergent hip fractures for about 7-8 years. Tertiles of vitamin C intake created from estimates obtained using the Willett Food Frequency Questionnaire, were used in the hazard’s regression analysis, while adjusting for covariates. Results of over 100 hip fractures occurrences showed subjects with the highest tertile values of total vitamin C intake had significantly fewer hip fractures (p trend = 0.04) compared to subjects in the lowest intake tertile. Subjects in the highest category of supplemental vitamin C intake had significantly fewer hip fractures (p = 0.02) compared to non-supplement users. Dietary vitamin C intake was not associated with fracture risk (all p > 0.22), but a possible protective effect of vitamin C on bone health in older adults was suggested. The results were partly, but not totally in line with those of Sun., et al. [21] who concluded that a higher dietary intake of vitamins C is associated with a lower risk of hip fracture in elderly Chinese. Dietary intake of vitamin C may also help to counteract the negative effect of inflammatory diets on hip fracture in white women younger than 63 years of age [22].

Kim., et al. [24] who studied the association between the dietary intake of postmenopausal Korean women using a semiquantitative questionnaire, and measures of bone mineral density at the lumbar spine, femoral neck and total hip using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry found vitamin C intake was positively associated with the femoral neck T-score. Vegetable intake showed a positive association with the femoral neck and total hip T-scores, a finding taken to imply a favorable impact of vitamin C on bone health in this sub-group.

More recently, Hill-Mundel., et al. [4] found that vitamin C levels monitored during hospitalization of patients with a proximal femoral fracture using high performance liquid chromatography, were significantly lower preoperatively in this group compared to elderly pa-
In patients without an acute fracture. A significant decrease of 33.8% in vitamin C plasma level was measured on the day after surgery with a significant recovery up to the time of discharge. Although the preoperative vitamin C status did not have any significant effect on clinical outcome, inadequate levels (< 50 µmol/L) upon discharge significantly increased the incidence and the severity of postoperative complications. Further support for a favorable vitamin C role in the hip fracture context comes from a current review by Sun., et al. [25] who conducted a meta-analysis that suggested that dietary vitamin C does vary inversely with the risk of hip fracture (overall OR = 0.73, 95% CI = 0.55 - 0.97, I² = 69.1%). In addition, an increase of 50 mg/day vitamin C intake, can reduce the risk of hip fracture by 5% (OR = 0.95, 95% CI 0.91 - 1.00, P = 0.05). Torbergsen., et al. [26] too concluded that low vitamin C concentrations among other factors may increase the risk of sustaining a hip fracture, possibly as a result of its effect on bone turnover mechanisms.

In an additional review, Zeng., et al. [27] who examined the association between dietary intake of vitamin C and the risk of hip fracture, osteoporosis, and bone mineral density loss, concluded that an adequate dietary intake of vitamin C decreases the risk of hip fracture, osteoporosis, and bone mineral density loss. A total of 13 eligible articles (including 17 studies) with 19,484 subjects were identified for the present meta-analysis. The pooled relative risk of hip fracture for the highest vs. lowest category was 0.66 (95% CI, 0.47 - 0.94) for dietary vitamin C intake, i.e. people with a greater frequency of Vitamin C uptake had a 34% (95% CI, 6%-53%) lower prevalence of hip fracture. In subgroup analyses stratified by study design, gender, and age, the negative associations were statistically significant. Furthermore, the statistical analysis of the association between vitamin C intake and the risk of osteoporosis (RR, 0.66; 95% CI, 0.48 - 0.92), plus bone mineral density at the lumbar spine and femoral neck showed beneficial vitamin C intake effects. Table 2 below summarizes the aforementioned findings and study conclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadiah., et al. [31]</td>
<td>Vitamin C deficiencies compromise bone health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falch., et al. [17]</td>
<td>A vitamin C nutrient deficiency might be linked to hip fracture risk in some cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Finck., et al. [13]</td>
<td>Vitamin C intake is not associated with fracture risk, but high levels may significantly lower the risks of hip fractures in men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart., et al. [14]</td>
<td>High dietary vitamin C intake and supplementation may reduce hip fracture risk in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Lu,embers., et al. [39]</td>
<td>Hip fracture cases had higher plasma vitamin C levels than controls with no fracture attending a day center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmir., et al. [18]</td>
<td>Vitamin C is potentially beneficial, and warrants consideration by orthopaedic surgeons in the treatment of a variety of musculoskeletal injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Martinez-Ramirez., et al. [19]</td>
<td>Vitamin C intake was not related to osteoporotic fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Michaelson., et al. [20]</td>
<td>High levels of vitamin C intake increase hip fracture risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Nieves., et al. [40]</td>
<td>No association between vitamin C and hip fractures as examined in cases versus controls who were interviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahni., et al. [21]</td>
<td>There is a possible protective effect of vitamin C on bone health in older adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnitzer., et al. [38]</td>
<td>Vitamin C deficiency contributes to bone resorption and osteoporotic bone status in blacks with femoral neck fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Simon., et al. [15]</td>
<td>Dietary and serum levels of vitamin C were inconsistently associated with self-reported fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun., et al. [22]</td>
<td>A higher dietary intake of vitamins C, among other nutrients, is associated with a lower risk of hip fracture in elderly Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun., et al. [25]</td>
<td>Meta-analysis supporting the view that increasing dietary vitamin C intake can decrease hip fracture risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torbergsen., et al. [26]</td>
<td>Low vitamin C concentrations are associated with an increased hip fracture risk, possibly through its impact on bone turnover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilmaz., et al. [42]</td>
<td>Vitamin C presence may speed up fracture healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang., et al. [41]</td>
<td>Vitamin C had a bearing on hip fracture risk in smokers rather than non-smokers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng., et al. [27]</td>
<td>Vitamin C in diet positively reduces hip fracture risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Table showing possible benefits of attaining optimal daily vitamin C levels in efforts to ameliorate hip fracture correlates in some studies, but not others.*
Discussion

Hip fractures, an important costly health concern in aging populations commonly lead to disabling hip osteoarthritis, and/or premature death. The associated disability may also severely restrict mobility and independence, thus impacting life quality markedly. Since proximal femur fractures show a high prevalence in elderly patients and are associated with an elevated risk of multimorbidity and early mortality, and recovery is impaired by malnutrition and oxidative stress, which is affected by antioxidants such as ascorbic acid [4], continued efforts to improve preventive strategies against hip fracture injuries, including secondary and tertiary preventive approaches as outlined recently by Choi, et al [28], LeBlanc, et al [29], and Marks, et al [30] are clearly indicated. In addition, rehabilitation strategies capable of maximizing the functional recovery process, and of preventing secondary injuries to offset this current and projected burden are not universally acceptable or demonstrated clearly.

This seems unfortunate because vitamin C has been studied for many years, from many perspectives in its own right, and as a result, several authors have noted a potentially valuable role for considering the possible role of vitamin C in mediating or moderating bone health that may serve as a potent hip fracture determinant [2,25]. The possibility of vitamin C as an adjunct for alleviating, minimizing, ameliorating, or treating hip fractures after they occur must also be considered relevant here [4]. In addition to that, it appears increasing dietary vitamin C intake is likely to decrease the risk of fracturing a hip, at least in some cases, and this association should be more intensely verified [25]. As well, vitamin C may serve as a safe form of analgesic therapy [14], versus medications that may produce dizziness and other related risk factors that could be valuable in protecting against primary as well as second or recurrent hip fractures [10].

However, to more ably validate the idea that vitamin C should not be neglected in the course of efforts to prevent hip fracture, the value of vitamin C in preventing frailty, cardiovascular dysfunction, osteoporosis, neural deficits [7,31-34] and osteoarthritis [10] warrants specific study.

At the same time, preclinical studies aimed at developing testable hypotheses deserve more attention in this author’s view, as do studies that examine vitamin C serum levels among differing types of hip fracture and hip fracture severity. The role of comorbid health conditions, age, gender, and ethnicity, among other factors, in this regard also warrants careful study. Moreover, whether vitamin C impacts fatigue, muscle aches and pains, mood and healing that can independently contribute to the overall magnitude of hip fracture disability warrants study. Since the bone building and/or antioxidant properties of vitamin C may only emerge after prolonged administration [35], studies of sufficiently long durations to permit changes to be revealed are recommended as well.

Meantime, even though the diverse aspects of vitamin C utilization and pharmokinetics is poorly understood and researched more evidence than not, implies the presence of a persistent vitamin C deficiency found to be debilitating generally speaking, may be one factor that inadvertently raises the risk for hip fractures directly or indirectly, even though conflicting results prevail. To generate more insight into this issue and others, and to foster more adequate translation of prevailing data to the clinic however, the possible linkages presented in figure 1 applied to carefully selected samples might serve as a reasonable starting point. After that, meticulously and rigorously designed studies to rule out competing hypotheses, and to avoid cross sectional inferences that do not take into account the fact that reported vitamin C intake may not be the same as actual plasma levels, and that its effects may be both disease specific, as well as dose-dependent and take weeks or months to unfold [35] are advocated. The efficacy of tailoring doses for purposes of reducing hip fracture risk, and disability should also be examined.

![Figure 1: Points* at which vitamin C or a lack thereof may influence the hip fracture risk cycle.](image)
Conclusion

Hip fractures, which produce high levels of mortality and morbidity remain a major challenge to treat and prevent. While laudable programs are in place that address multiple risk factors proven to heighten hip fracture risk, very little attention is given to vitamin C and its adjunctive or its potentially adverse potential effect. Based on this current mini-review, and in agreement with LeBlanc, et al [29] and Malmir, et al [18] the observation that having a hip fracture heightens the risk for hip fracture reoccurrence and/or additional fractures [36] and that bone mineral density appears to be positively affected by vitamin C [37], it seems reasonable to conclude that this factor and its possible physiological and pharmakinetic impact on the quality of bone health as this pertains to hip fractures should be studied further [34].

Indeed, a daily intake of vitamin C in sufficient quantities may yet be sufficiently suitable for minimizing bone resorption processes associated with aging, thus helping to safely reduce or minimize hip fracture risk, while speeding up hip fracture healing due to its additional anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory attributes, even though some studies have reported vitamin C to heighten hip fracture risk. However, since the data are not robust, regardless of study conclusion, more research in this realm is clearly desirable. In the meantime, those who are hospitalized with a hip fracture should be examined for vitamin C status, and treated accordingly to limit poor fracture outcomes, plus secondary fractures. Preventive programs should not overlook the utility of emphasizing the daily use of adequate vitamin C dietary sources, and make these available, if necessary. Educators can be helpful by expanding on the importance of vitamin C, to high risk individuals, as well as the dangers of excess supplementation, and directing people accordingly.
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